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Chapter 246 Tyson Was Not As Poor As He Seemed

While gazing lovingly into Celia's eyes, Tyson gave her a little squeeze on the cheek. "Is it even possible? You radiate sweetness

and gentleness. You will surely have my grandpa's undying adoration. Further, my grandfather places little importance on family

history."

Plus, he was born out of wedlock. No matter what sort of lady he married, it wouldn't affect the Shaw family. Tyson pondered this

in his mind.

He refrained from telling Celia this since he anticipated her subsequent heartbreak.

Celia smiled with relief as she heard Tyson's remarks, but her happiness quickly turned to worry.

"But I'm at a loss as to what to wear tonight. My closet seems to be devoid of anything presentable. I don't want to risk

embarrassing you by dressing inappropriately."

She knew that the Shaw family members enjoyed seeing Tyson disgrace himself since Mabel and Cerissa were like that. The

Shaw family was the most influential and wealthy family in the city, and its members were known to be even more difficult to get

along with than Mabel and Cerissa.

She was mocked by Tyson as he flicked her hair. "You are from the Kane family. What's up with your closet? Don't second-guess

your judgment."

Celia hastily continued, in the midst of her anxiety that the deception would be discovered, "Even though I have some good

clothing, I'm so anxious about seeing your grandfather. I don't believe he's comfortable with such clothing. What's more, I hate

going shopping for clothing. Those clothes in my closet are, sadly, out of season."

Tyson, seeing her anxiety, broke up his joking and remarked, "Now, I know how much you value the meal we'll have together

tonight. In that case, I'll accompany you shopping later and choose clothing that suits my grandpa's preferences. Do you think

that's a good idea?"

Celia gave a hearty nod. "What you decide on must be satisfactory."

After some reflection, she finally said, "You don't seem to have very many clothes, by the way. We could also get you some, how

about that?"

Tyson took her hand in his and then kissed it. "I'll pass. I'm a gentleman, honey. In regards to my wardrobe, I couldn't care less.

Anyway, I'm not going there for a blind date."

Before Celia could elaborate more, Tyson said, "In addition, we have just given Wayne the money for Flavia's procedure. Our

bank accounts do not contain very much money at the moment. We should put some money aside and get you a cute dress only.

Remember, this is your very first meeting with my grandpa."

After some consideration, Celia decided to agree with Tyson.

"Okay, then let's get up and get ready."

She prodded Tyson to stand. Tyson grinned bitterly and said, "Okay. What's the rush, anyway? What's the big rush about seeing

my grandpa?"

Despite his words, he quickly sprang up to wash his face and brush his teeth. While Celia washed up, he prepared breakfast.

After breakfast, the two of them were to hit the mall.

Tyson had Celia buckled in as usual before getting behind the wheel. "Tyson, which mall are we going to?" Celia questioned.

Tyson replied, "I'm thinking about the Global Mall." without any hesitation.

Celia was stunned and nervously said, "The clothing in that shopping mall seems to be rather costly. We should probably visit

another mall."

Seriously, Tyson said, "The price may be steep, but remember that this is your first time meeting my grandpa and the moment has

to be priceless. You should dress appropriately."

Celia acknowledged that he was correct but was still apprehensive.

"However, we don't have much money now. I have used the money my father granted me for daily expenditures to pay for Flavia's

surgery. I've been to the Global Mall before. The cost of one of those clothes is equal to my monthly wage. Buying a dress from

their stores is a complete waste of money."

Tyson affectionately rubbed her head and said, "There is nothing to be scared of. I'll cover the cost of it."

Celia couldn't believe her ears and questioned, "Where did you obtain the money?"

Tyson, she thought all of a sudden, was not as poor as he seemed.

When Flavia got into an argument with Abbott and had to be rushed to the hospital, Tyson covered the cost of her medical care.

Then, he also covered some of the operation costs. Still, he was going to take her shopping at the Global Mall.

Was it really that lucrative to provide a takeaway food delivery service and a taxi service?
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